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WindStop™
Frost Cloth
Reflector Mat

CROP PROTECTION

Introduction
 

Founded in 2001 as a division of 

Polyfabrics Australasia, Polygro offers 

a wide range of custom product solutions 

to all sectors of the Australian horticultural 

industry. Backed by solid research and 

development, our products are the most 

innovative and cost-effective solutions available to 

the horticulture, viticulture and related markets.

With a keen focus on product development and over 17 

years’ industry experience, Polygro is the expert in supply 

chain management, customer support and ‘tomorrow’s 

solutions’. Our key objective is to source, supply and provide 

superior protection solutions to our customers across Australia, 

helping them to deliver high-quality and safe food produce to 

their own customers locally and internationally.

Polygro provides you with the best and most up-to-date products to 

grow your crops – and your business!

LANDSCAPING

WeedStop® Woven Mat
Drain Mat
Root Barrier
TEC Mat® Jute
TEC Mat® Jute Mesh 
TEC Mat® Coir
EcoLog®

Hessian Bags
Hessian Tree Ties 
Tubex® Tree Guards
Wooden Stakes
Bamboo Stakes

COCOMAX™ GROW BAGS

CocoMax™ Grow Bags

NETTING & TUNNEL ACCESSORIES 

Butterfly Clips
Poly Link Netting Clips
PVC Netting Sleeves
Galvanised Splices
Galvanised High Tensile Wire
Galvanised Steel Cable



Major 
Product 
Families

Polygro is the sole Australian agent for Elite Tunnels Scotland. We can supply and install all types of tunnel 

houses and table tops for your growing needs. Our Table Tops considerably reduce picking labour costs, as 

well as associated worker health and safety issues.

Polygro also supplies a full range of tunnel house films from RKW Hyplast Belgium that provide an ideal 

growing environment by applying different UV light spectrums to maximise crop yields.

Maintaining a premium quality fruit and vegetable crop can be challenging in Australia’s climate. Polygro offers 

a variety of permanent and temporary shelter solutions to safeguard your crops from the elements, reducing 

damage and minimising loss.

Whether it’s protection from birds, hail, shade or frost, Polygro offers a wide range of permanent and

 non-permanent solutions.

TUNNEL HOUSES, TABLE TOPS AND FILM

CROP PROTECTION

 Polygro’s range of horticultural products can be categorised 

into several family groups, each offering different functions and 

benefits, and a wide variety of applications. 

By getting to know our product family groups, customers can select the most 

suitable and fit-for-purpose products that will ensure the healthy maintenance of 

crops and produce.

NETTING AND TUNNEL ACCESSORIES

Polygro offers a range of netting and tunnel accessories to assist in the construction and maintenance of netting, 

tunnel or shade structures. Our accessories ensure structural integrity over many years, protecting your valuable 

fruit and vegetables from the elements.

LANDSCAPING

Polygro offers a range of garden and landscaping solutions to suit your growing needs.  

Our high-quality products will assist you in constructing the perfect horticultural site that provides a wide variety 

of functions; from assisting crop growth, to shaping the existing landscape for a more practical and aesthetically 

pleasing result.
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Tunnel Houses

Polygro can supply and install all types of tunnel houses and table tops to suit your 

growing needs. We also provide a full range of tunnel house films that are sourced 

from RKW Hyplast Belgium.

Polygro table top production considerably reduces the labour input necessary for crop field 

preparation, therefore reducing overall costs. Table top production also provides a hygienic 

in-field environment and optimal growing conditions for your crops.

Tunnel Houses, 
Table Tops and 

Film



Tunnel Houses 
 
Polygro is the sole Australian agent for Elite Tunnels 

Scotland. Elite’s Spanish Tunnel Houses offer greater 

control of plant and crop production - earlier or later 

depending on requirements - because plants are not 

exposed to the elements. This system is also popular for 

use as a shade net structure and is available in multi 

or single spans.

Tunnel houses are suitable for producing:

• Soft Fruit

• Stone Fruit

• Vegetables

• Flowers

• Herbs

Optional extras:

• Available in leg spacings to suit individual 

requirements.

• Tunnel Widths: 6m – 9m.

• 2mm wall thickness hoops, Ridgebar and Wind   

Kit for additional strength.

• Choice of polythene sheeting and shade net.

• All steel – Z35 super-strength grade.

• Choice of door systems available.

Tunnel Houses, Table Tops and Film

Table Tops 
 
Table Top systems offer growers several advantages.  

Perhaps the biggest advantage is the ease of 

harvesting the crop, resulting in a significant 

reduction in labour costs. Table Top systems also 

assist in better disease control by creating a more 

hygienic in-field environment, leading to higher yields 

and better financial returns.

Polygro offers a choice of different support systems, 

including:

• Tensioned Wires

• Gutter Systems

• Tube

Optional extras:

• Available in leg spacings to suit individual 

requirements.

• Suitable for all tunnel types.

• Suitable for either growing bag or trough systems.

• All steel – Z35 super-strength grade.

FIND PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AT WWW.POLYGRO.COM.AU
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Hyplast 
RKW Films

Manufactured by RKW Hyplast of Belgium, Polygro’s 

high-quality greenhouse film can dramatically increase crop 

quality and yield. These co-extruded films, in up to 7 layers, are 

among the best in the world and combine a high light transmission 

(PAR), years of longevity and strong mechanical properties. Through a series 

of specific film properties and additives, RKW Hyplast has developed the ideal film 

for any climate and any crop.

• Thermicity: Added mineral fillers or co-polymers prevent much of the longwave infra-red 

radiation (heat) leaving the greenhouse. Slower cooling under thermic films keeps heating 

costs down.

• Diffusion: Too much direct light can be harmful to plant growth, especially in regions with intense 

sunlight. Added mineral fillers promote broader, more equal light dispersion, reducing crop stress and 

assisting healthy plant growth.

• Anti-Drip Effect: Water droplet condensation and dripping can block up to 20% of the (PAR) light, which can 

damage crops. Film additives help condensation to form a thin water layer on the greenhouse film that then 

drains off to the side, resulting in more light and less humidity.

• Anti-Mist: Anti-drip films can cause fog to accumulate inside the greenhouse in the morning. Anti-mist films can 

help prevent this. It is recommended that anti-drip films are only used in well-heated and/or ventilated greenhouses, 

where the roof has sufficient slope.

• UV-Blocking/Anti-Petal Blackening: Ultraviolet radiation can sometimes damage crops. UV-blocking additives 

prevent this radiation from entering the greenhouse and ‘petal blackening’ is avoided.

• Cooling Effect: Some radiation frequencies only provide heat. In warmer climates it is useful to block irradiation 

heat as much as possible, to avoid overheating and evaporation. Patented special interference pigments in Hyplast’s 

films selectively reflect certain wavelengths to help block irradiation heat, making ‘whitening’ or screening of the 

greenhouse unnecessary.

• Anti-Dust Action: Extra-smooth film minimises the potential for dust sticking to it, resulting in higher light 

transmission and easier cleaning. 

• Resistance Against Pesticides: Pesticides, especially sulphur and chlorine, that contain ‘reacting agents’ can have a 

very negative effect on the lifespan of greenhouse film. Protective film additives help to control these influences. It is 

still essential that pesticide use in combination with PE films is avoided as much as possible, as pesticides used in high 

concentration will accelerate film ageing.



Drape Net - Over Row Netting 
 
Polygro drape netting is a market leader and has been 

used in vineyards all over Australia for more than 15 

years.  

Our nets are manufactured using high density 

polyethylene yarn (HDPE), knitted in a 15mm 

hexagonal-shape pattern that gives the net better 

strength integrity. Polygro netting is UV-stabilised to 

ensure durability and carries a 10-year pro rata UV 

warranty. 

For ease of application, of our nets carry three (3) blue 

markers – one along the centre and one on each side, 

halfway to the edge from the centre. Guide tags are 

also provided at 10 metre intervals on the edge of the 

net, along the full length of the net.

Crop Protection

FIND PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AT WWW.POLYGRO.COM.AU

Product Code Description Width 
(M)

Length 
(M)

Weight 
Gram/M2 Colour

7120043 Drape Net 6m 300m 30gsm White

7120027 Drape Net 10m 300m 30gsm White

7120042 Drape Net 13m 300m 30gsm White

7120014 Drape Net 15m 300m 30gsm White

7120057 Drape Net 15m 300m 30gsm Black

7120007 Drape Net 17m 300m 30gsm White

Product 
Code Description Width 

(M)
Length 
(M)

Weight 
Gram/
M2

Hole 
Size Colour

7120022 Birdstop® Orchard Net 5m 100m 45gsm 15mm White

7120023 Birdstop® Orchard Net 5m 100m 45gsm 15mm Black

7120019 Birdstop® Orchard Net 10m 100m 45gsm 15mm White

7120020 Birdstop® Orchard Net 10m 100m 45gsm 15mm Black

7120029 Birdstop® Orchard Net 15m 400m 52gsm 15mm Black

7120000 Birdstop® Orchard Net 13m 350m 52gsm 20mm White

7120037 Birdstop® Orchard Net 13m 350m 52gsm 20mm Black

7120003 Birdstop® Orchard Net 15m 350m 52gsm 20mm White

7120004 Birdstop® Orchard Net 15m 350m 52gsm 20mm Black

7120002 Birdstop® Orchard Net 15m 350m 52gsm 20mm Grey

7120047 Birdstop® Orchard Net 20m 300m 52gsm 20mm Black

BirdStop® Commercial Orchard 
Net  
BirdStop® Commercial Orchard Nets are manufactured 

using HPDE yarn for tougher handling and a longer 

life. Our orchard nets are the ideal mesh size structure 

to repel birds with minimal shading and excellent air 

circulation. 

Polygro’s Commercial Orchard Nets are simple to install 

and can be supported by basic post and wire frames, or 

draped directly over canopy structures. Each net has a 

contrasting centre marker yarn for proper positioning. 

Our netting is UV-stabilised to ensure durability and 

comes with a 10-season pro rata manufacturer’s UV 

warranty. Guide tags are also provided at 10 metre 

intervals on the edge of the net, along the full length of 

the net.
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HailStop™ 
 
Polygro HailStop™ nets offer superior protection from 

hail with a system that is both safe and economical.  

Our nets have an excellent strength-to-weight ratio that 

virtually eliminates any risk of damage from hail, while 

also providing very light shade protection for the crops 

underneath.

HailStop™ nets are manufactured from HDPE 

monofilament, knitted in a sawtooth pattern. Polygro 

blue and green marker yarns are included on one side 

and guide tags are provided at 10 metre intervals on both 

edges of the net, along its full length. Reinforced eyelets 

are located at both outer edges and at 750mm in from 

each side, with a 100mm reinforced centre line.  

Quad Crossover 
 
Polygro’s Quad Crossover net is predominantly 

designed to protect crops from damage caused by 

hail, but it also offers protection from birds and 

wind. These permanent structural nets enhance the 

growing microclimate and reduce evaporation, while 

also providing shade for crops.

The Quad Crossover’s wider widths and added 

stretch make it more suitable as a permanent 

structure than nets of a narrower width. The net is 

designed with guide tags on its edges at 10 metre 

intervals and comes with a coloured centre marker 

for alignment.

Note: MTO product requires a minimum of 3000kg production. Can manufacture between 

1000kg – 2999kg with a surcharge of $1000.00. No manufacturing under 1000kg.

Product 
Code Description Width 

(M)
Length 
(M)

Weight 
Gram/M2

Hole 
Size Colour

7120006 HailStop™ 
Hail Stat Net 6.5m 200m 80gsm N/A White

7120062 Quad Net 13m 350m 60gsm 16mm Grey

7120015 Quad Net 15m 350m 60gsm 16mm Grey

MTO Quad Net 10m – 
18m

100m – 
400m 95gsm 13mm Any 

Colour

Product 
Code Description Width 

(M)
Length 
(M)

Weight 
Gram/M2

Hole
Size Colour

7120062 Quad Net 13m 350m 60gsm 16mm Grey

7120015 Quad Net 15m 350m 60gsm 16mm Grey

7120016 Quad Net 20m 300m 55gsm 25mm Black

MTO Quad Net
10m – 
18m

100m – 
400m

MTO 13mm
Any 
Colour

Note: MTO product requires a minimum of 3000kg production. Can manufacture between 

1000kg – 2999kg with a surcharge of $1000.00. No manufacturing under 1000kg.



SunStop® 
 
Polygro SunStop® commercial-grade shade cloth can be 

used in a variety of applications, including horticulture, 

agriculture, shade structures, fence screening, 

scaffolding and printed shade cloth.  SunStop® provides 

protection from direct sunlight, offering shading 

percentages from 30-to-70 percent and high UV 

stabilisation. Polygro SunStop® is made from premium 

knitted HDPE monofilament to enhance durability and 

comes with a ten-year, prorated manufacturer’s UV 

warranty, giving you outstanding value for money. 

SunStop® manages light exposure to plants, crops 

and people, creating a more productive greenhouse 

environment by providing uniform shading, regulating 

temperature and helping plants to retain more 

moisture. SunStop® can also be used for shade in 

animal and poultry sheds, for covering hothouses and 

construction scaffolding, and for screening outdoor 

areas (such as around pools, fences and patios).

Crop Protection

FIND PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AT WWW.POLYGRO.COM.AU

Product
Code Description Width 

(M)
Length 
(M)

Weight 
Gram/M2 Colour

7135001 Hort SunStop® 30% 1.83m 50m 90gsm Black

7135006 Hort SunStop® 30% 1.83m 50m 90gsm Green

7135008 Hort SunStop® 30% 1.83m 50m 90gsm White

7135004 Hort SunStop® 30% 3.66m 50m 90gsm Black

7135007 Hort SunStop® 30% 3.66m 50m 90gsm Green

7135009 Hort SunStop® 30% 3.66m 50m 90gsm White

7135042 Hort SunStop® 50% 1.83m 50m 196gsm Black

7135000 Hort SunStop® 50% 1.83m 50m 196gsm Green

7135012 Hort SunStop® 50% 1.83m 50m 196gsm White

7135010 Hort SunStop® 50% 3.66m 50m 196gsm Black

7135035 Hort SunStop® 50% 3.66m 50m 196gsm Green

7135013 Hort SunStop® 50% 3.66m 50m 196gsm White

7135039 Trade SunStop® 70% 1.83m 50m 150gsm Black

7135026 Trade SunStop® 70% 1.83m 50m 150gsm Green

7135026 Trade SunStop® 70% 1.83m 50m 150gsm Green

7135029 Trade SunStop® 70% 1.83m 50m 150gsm White

7135037 Trade SunStop® 70% 3.66m 50m 150gsm Black

7135027 Trade SunStop® 70% 3.66m 50m 150gsm Green

7135031 Trade SunStop® 70% 3.66m 50m 150gsm White
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WindStop™ 
 
Polygro WindStop™ wind shelter cloth provides 

protection from damage caused by strong winds, 

such as wind rub and burn. Strong winds can limit 

the productivity and quality of crops by breaking 

branches, lacerating flowers and leaves, bruising 

fruit or causing it to fall before it is ripe. Windstop™ 

deflects wind and provides a safe zone that reduces 

erosion and moisture loss. It can also be used as a 

shade cloth, for playground wind protection and for 

privacy screening.

WindStop™ is manufactured from 100% high-density 

polyethylene monofilament, knitted in a lockstitch 

with reinforced edges and added eyelets. UV-

stabilised, WindStop™ is a stronger, longer-lasting 

and easy-to-use windbreak that stands up to harsh 

Australian conditions.

Product
Code Description Width 

(M)
Length 
(M)

Weight 
Gram/M2 Colour

7135001 WindStop™ 30% 1.83m 50m 90gsm Black

7135006 WindStop™ 30% 1.83m 50m 90gsm Green

7135008 WindStop™ 30% 1.83m 50m 90gsm White

7135004 WindStop™ 30% 3.66m 50m 90gsm Black

7135007 WindStop™ 30% 3.66m 50m 90gsm Green

7135007 WindStop™ 30% 3.66m 50m 90gsm Green

7135009 WindStop™ 30% 3.66m 50m 90gsm White

7135042 WindStop™ 50% 1.83m 50m 196gsm Black

7135000 WindStop™ 50% 1.83m 50m 196gsm Green

7135012 WindStop™ 50% 1.83m 50m 196gsm White

7135010 WindStop™ 50% 3.66m 50m 196gsm Black

7135035 WindStop™ 50% 3.66m 50m 196gsm Green

7135013 WindStop™ 50% 3.66m 50m 196gsm White

7135039 WindStop™ 70% 1.83m 50m 150gsm Black

7135026 WindStop™ 70% 1.83m 50m 150gsm Green

7135029 WindStop™ 70% 1.83m 50m 150gsm White

7135037 WindStop™ 70% 3.66m 50m 150gsm Black

7135027 WindStop™ 70% 3.66m 50m 150gsm Green

7135027 WindStop™ 70% 3.66m 50m 150gsm Green

7135031 WindStop™ 70% 3.66m 50m 150gsm White



FIND PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AT WWW.POLYGRO.COM.AU

Frost Cloth 
 
Polygro Frost Cloth is available in either spun-bonded 

non-woven cloth, or knitted tape/tape micro fleece. 

Both reduce the effects of frost and enhance growth, 

thus promoting an earlier harvest.

Frost Cloth traps warmth in the soil to keep warmer 

air close to and around the plant, preventing rapid 

surface cooling that leads to frost formation. The 

cloth becomes the surface on which the moisture 

freezes, rather than on the plant tissues themselves, 

thus maintaining a healthy and safe crop.

Reflector Mat 
 
Reflector Mat is a heavy-duty, woven polyethylene 

sheet that is designed to enhance light reflection 

from below the fruiting zone, to help consistent 

colouring of the fruit. Made from a 100% virgin, 

bright white (Ti02) woven polyethylene master batch, 

Reflector Mat’s superior reflective properties are 

perfect for apples and other crops that rely on sun 

exposure for colouring.

Reflector Mat’s edges are sealed using ultrasonic heat 

to avoid fraying. Mats are rolled rather than folded 

in half, which removes the potential of split lines 

occurring at a centre fold. Reflector Mats come with a 

44-month UV warranty and include details of the year 

of manufacture, as a reminder of the lifespan of  

the mat.

Crop Protection

Product
Code Description Width 

(M)
Length 
(M)

Weight 
Gram/M2 Colour

7115002 Frost Cloth 3.2m 100m 25gsm White

7115003 Frost Cloth 1.8m 100m 30gsm White

7175039 Frost Cloth 1.8m 100m 50gsm White

7115004 Frost Cloth 3.2m   100m 50gsm White

Product
Code Description Width 

(M)
Length 
(M)

Weight 
Gram/M2 Colour

7155035 Reflector Mat 3.66m 100m 110gsm White

7155029 Reflector Mat 5.15m 100m 110gsm White
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Butterfly Clips 

Polygro Butterfly Clips are a strong, high-quality 

plastic fastening clip that is used to secure shade cloth 

to wire. The Butterfly Clip sandwiches the shade cloth 

between its clip jaws and, when pressed firmly 

together, provides a superior hold to ensure that the 

cloth is firmly attached to the wire. 

 

Poly Link Clips 

Polygro Poly Links are a strong and economical 

method of securing netting to wire or cable. Poly Links 

are made from a highly-modified nylon that ensures 

exceptional strength and makes the product 

impervious to spray absorption.  

Poly Links are easily applied using a pair of multi-grips 

or pliers. Once the links have been closed, they are 

permanently closed and cannot be reused.

PVC Netting Sleeves

Polygro’s PVC Netting Sleeves are manufactured from 

white K230 high-impact, rigid PVC compound, which 

is also used in high-impact marine applications. It has 

a high UV performance to ensure long-lasting 

durability.

PVC Netting Sleeves have been developed to assist in 

the application of sleeving netting over both 6mm 

and 7.5mm diameter cables. 

Product Code Description

7175085 Butterfly Clips

Product Code Description

7175000 Poly Links 250/Pack

7175068 Poly Links 5000/Pack

Product Code Description

7120005 7.5mm x 400mm Netting Sleeves

7120025 6mm x 400mm Netting Sleeves

13

 Netting and Tunnels Accessories
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Galvanised Splices
Polygro splices are manufactured from high tensile 

steel that is blended with powdered glass to provide 

extra grip on the wire or cable. Our splices are 

designed for 3.15mm wire, 6mm or 7.5mm cable and 

have a tensile strength of 1320 MPA. They are 

available in sets of 50 per carton.

Galvanised High Tensile Wire
Polygro wires provide superior strength for tying and 

stability. Our high-quality wires are manufactured to 

a 3.15mm outer diameter, a tensile strength of 1470 

MPA and a breaking strain of 1170kg.

.

Galvanised Steel Cable
Polygro galvanised steel cable is available in 6mm 

and 7.5mm diameters. It is comprised of 7 strands 

of either 2 or 2.5mm HT wire, to provide a tensile 

strength of 1570 MPA. Polygro cables are expertly 

quality controlled to meet ISO 9001:2000 standards.

Product Code Description

7125000 3.15mm x 600mm Splices (50 Suit/Ctn)

7125001 6mm x 1m Splices (50 Suit/Ctn)

7125002 7.5mm x 1m Splices (50 Suit/Ctn)

Product Code Description

7160001 3.15mm x 1000m Galvanised High Tensile Wire

7160004 3.15mm x 5000m Galvanised High Tensile Wire

Product 
Code Description Wire Size

(mm)
Length 
(m)

Breaking 
Strain

7160000 6mm HT Galvanised Steel Cable 6mm 1000m 34.9kN

7160003 7.5mm HT Galvanised Steel Cable 7.5mm 1000m 51kN

 Netting and Tunnels Accessories
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Tunnel Accessories

Polygro offers a wide range of parts and accessories 

to support tunnel house growing systems.

15

Product 
Code Description Use

7175102 Plain Clamp 40mm For securing horizontal loop.

7175103 XS Plain Clamp 50mm For larger diameter tube, to secure 
horizontal bars to the hoop steel.

7175104 Hinge Clamp 40mm For securing steel bracing struts 
(50mm wider and thicker material)7175105 Hinge Clamp 50mm

7175106 Exhaust Clamp 42mm

For various uses throughout the 
tunnel.

7175107 Exhaust Clamp 42mm 
Extended

7175108 Exhaust Clamp 52mm

7175109 Exhaust Clamp 75mm

7175110 Exhaust Clamp 80mm

7175111 Wire Clip 40mm Used together with high tensile wire 
for bracing the tunnel ridge.7175112 Wire Clip 50mm

7175113 Venting Clip 40mm For securing the polythene whilst 
venting tunnels.7175114 Venting Clip 50mm

7175115 Quick Release Tape 
125mm x 50mm For protecting the polythene from 

tearing on the tunnel ends.
7175116 Quick Release Tape 

150mm x 50mm

7175117 Poly Repair Tape 10cm 
x 50m

For repairing any tears in the 
polythene.

7175118 Polyclip 35mm

For securing polythene onto the steel 
frame.7175119 Polyclip 40mm

7175120 Polyclip 50mm

7175121 Ridge Tape 2.5cm High tensile webbing for bracing 
tunnels.

7175122 Sheeting Rope 6mm x 
220m

For roping the polythene onto the 
tunnel.

7175123 Rope Puller Aluminium frame, rubber moulded 
grip for tightening sheeting ropes.

Grower’s Twine
Polygro Grower’s Twine is a high-strength, highly UV-

resistant polypropylene twine that has been specifically 

designed for cucumber crop support. Polygro Grower’s 

Twine provides the convenience of a multi-ended coil that 

allows 50 twines to be cut to specific lengths at the same 

time, decreasing labour costs.

Available in Black, 50 ends x 250 metres (12,500 metres)  

multi-end coils.

Product 
Code Description

Length 
Per Spool 
(M)

Unit
Weight 
Per 
Spool

Co-
lour

7150007

Polygro Grower’s 
Twine 12,500M Black
Multi-End Coil, 50 
ends x 250M

12,500

Coil
50 ends x 
250M 25kg Black

Horticultural Twines

Trellis Twine
Polygro Trellis Twine is a high-strength, highly UV-resistant 

polypropylene twine that has been specifically designed 

for crop trellis support. Polygro’s Trellis Twine provides 

peace of mind that plants will be supported on trellis 

systems for their entire lifecycle.

Available in both Ultra Blue and Fluoro Pink colour, 

packs of 2 spools x 2,000 metres each.

Product 
Code Description Length Per 

Spool (M) Unit
Weight 
Per 
Spool

Colour

7150005 Polygro Trellis 
Twine 2,000M Blue 2,000 2 spools/

bale 6kg Ultra 
Blue

7150006 Polygro Trellis 
Twine 2,000M Pink 2,000 2 spools/

bale 6kg Pink



WeedStop® Woven Mat
Polygro WeedStop® uses superior technology to 

manufacture mats of improved strength and quality that 

absorb sunlight to reduce photosynthesis and prevent 

weed growth. Our premium weed mat allows maximum 

water flow-through, meaning as much water as possible 

stays with the plants, rather than running off and 

eroding the surrounding soil.  

Polygro WeedStop® mats are environmentally friendly, 

as they reduce the need for herbicides and other weed 

controls.

Drain Mats

Polygro’s super-high-strength drainage mats are

suitable for all types of pots and grow bags. They 

provide superior drainage to ensure the healthy 

growth of your plants and crops. Our mats have a 

high pressure resistance, to ensure durability.  

Product 
Code Description Width 

(M)
Length 
(M)

Weight 
Gram/
M2

Colour Planting 
Grids

7155015
PP Premium 
WeedStop®

1.83m 500m 95gsm Black Yes

7170001
PE Premium 
WeedStop®

1.2m 500m 100gsm Black No

7155027
PE Premium 
WeedStop®

1.83 500m 100gsm Black No

7155018
PE Premium 
WeedStop®

1.83m 100m 95gsm Black Yes

7155001
PP Standard 
WeedStop®

0.915 100m 80gsm Black No

7155002
PP Standard 
WeedStop®

1.83 100m 80gsm Black No

Product
Code Description Width 

(M)
Length 
(M) Thickness Colour

7175066 Drain Mats 300mm 300mm 25mm Black

FIND PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AT WWW.POLYGRO.COM.AU

Landscaping
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Root Barrier

Root Barrier is made from UV-stabilised, black 

medium-density polyethylene that has been 

engineered to provide an impermeable barrier to 

plant and tree roots. Root Barrier is designed to 

protect subsurfaces including paved areas, water 

features and the foundations of buildings and roads 

from root intrusion and potentially costly related 

damage.   

TEC Mat® Jute

One hundred percent organic, TEC Mat® Jute is used 

to protect soils in areas exposed to wind or high 

rainfall, or to prevent soil losses due to run off on 

newly-constructed cuttings or embankments. As TEC 

Mat® Jute moulds to the ground it reduces moisture 

loss from the soil, assisting plant growth.

TEC Mat® Jute is available in several different grades.  

Heavier grades can be used as weed suppressants, 

while lighter grades provide an ideal environment for 

seed germination, as they protect the soil from 

erosion while still allowing the seeds to grow through 

the matting.

Product Code Description Width (M) Length (M)

6113024 Root Barrier 0.45m 50m

6113027 Root Barrier 0.6m 50m

6113029 Root Barrier 0.9m 50m

Product Code Description Width 
(M)

Length 
(M)

Weight 
Gram/M2

6410008 TEC Mat® Light 2m 50m 280gsm

6410010 TEC Mat® Medium 1.83m 25m 450gsm

6410012 TEC Mat® Heavy 1.83m 25m 750gsm

6410014 TEC Mat® Heavy 
6/Slit 1.83m 25m 750gsm

17



TEC Mat® Jute Mesh
A biodegradable, open-weave erosion control mesh, 

TEC Mat® Jute Mesh is suitable for short-term erosion 

protection to batters and open drains. It helps retain 

moisture, while allowing water and light infiltration to 

encourage vegetation growth.

TEC Mat® Coir

TEC Mat® Coir is made from natural coconut fibres 

that are spun and woven into an open-weave 

geotextile that is fully biodegradable, thus adding 

organic matter to the soil. When vegetated, it has the 

mechanical strength necessary to hold soil in place 

and prevent erosion. 

TEC Mat® Coir has double the lifespan of jute and 

higher tensile strength than other organic geotextiles. 

With a lifespan of between 3-5 years, there is ample 

time for natural vegetation to establish and then 

stabilise the area. TEC Mat® Coir is ideally suited for 

erosion prevention and control.

Product Code Description Width 
(M)

Length 
(M)

Weight 
Gram/M2

6118000 TEC Mat® Coir 4 2m 25m 400gsm

6118001 TEC Mat® Coir 7 2m 25m 700gsm

6118002 TEC Mat® Coir 9 2m 25m 900gsm

Product Code Description Width 
(M)

Length 
(M)

Weight 
Gram/M2

6410004 Jute Mesh Soil Saver 1.22m 549m 500gsm

FIND PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AT WWW.POLYGRO.COM.AU

Landscaping



EcoLog®

EcoLog® coir logs are installed along vulnerable 

streams, rivers or other lake banks to protect against 

scour. EcoLog® has a coir fibre core surrounded by 

durable coir net and is normally produced in 

diameters of 20cm or 30cm and in lengths of 1.5m 

or 3m.

The log is secured by appropriate specified stakes 

with 15cm to 20cm showing above the water level. 

For high embankment areas with a variable water 

level, several Ecologs can be stacked together. This 

natural system will protect the embankment until 

trees and other plant roots bind and are established 

enough on their own to provide protection against 

scour.

.

Hessian Bags

A great budget option for sediment control while doing 

quick construction works, Hessian Bags are light, 

durable and easy to move around. Hessian Cloth is also 

available.

 
 
 
Hessian Tree Ties

Polygro 100% natural and biodegradable tree ties are 

perfect for the environment. Polygro’s tree ties are 

designed to last twelve months, providing excellent 

hold for trees and plants to their support stakes.

Product Code Description Width 
(M)

Length 
(M) Weight

6121003 Ecolog® 200mm 1.5m 7kg

6121004 Ecolog® 200mm 3m 14kg

6121005 Ecolog® 300mm 3m 21kg

Product Code Description Width 
(M)

Length 
(M) Weight

6410002 Hessian Sandbag 0.35m 0.35m 0.825m

Product Code Description Width (M) Length (M)

6410016 Jute Webbing 50mm 33m
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Tree Guard

One of the most common and economical tree 

protection guards available, these plastic sleeves 

create a greenhouse environment that accelerates 

tree growth while ensuring it is protected against the 

natural elements. The sleeve can be reused after a 

tree is established, saving both money and the 

environment. 

When installing, we recommend using at least three 

bamboo stakes, to ensure that the sleeve is held taut.

Tubex® Tree Guards

Tubex® has been at the forefront of development 

since the first research into tree shelters was done in 

the early 1980s. Tubex® is well known for its quality 

and range of guards that are specifically designed to 

suit many different agricultural and landscaping 

applications. 

Tree Guards protect plants from foraging animals 

and are specifically designed to improve the 

establishment of young plants. 

Landscaping
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Polygro offers three specialised tubes:

Shelterguard

Shelterguard is the most popular guard and is designed to blend subtly into 

the natural environment. It gives the dual benefits of enhanced growth through 

creating a microclimate, while also allowing the plant to acclimatise to the outside 

environment. Welded to 12mm square mesh is a very fine polyethylene film that begins 

to degrade after roughly 3 growing seasons, gradually exposing the plant to the outside 

environment.

Combietube

Combietube is suitable for more exposed sites. It provides a solid base for improved establishment and 

offers reliable protection. A ventilated upper section allows the tree to acclimatise before emerging from 

its shelter.

Vinewrap

Vinewrap was developed for the effective establishment of vines and fruit trees, while allowing access to the 

vine or tree for maintenance. It is a twin-walled tube that has been split vertically, enabling it to wrap around a 

vine and expand as the plant grows.



Bamboo Stakes

All Polygro Bamboo Stakes are made from naturally-

treated bamboo. They are a strong, durable option to 

hardwood stakes and are suitable for all plantations. 

Wooden Stakes

Wooden Stakes are a great budget option for 

sediment control during short-term construction 

works as they are light, durable and easy to move 

around. Hessian Cloth is also available.

FIND PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AT WWW.POLYGRO.COM.AU

Home Orchard and  
Garden Netting 
 
Home Orchard and Garden Netting is manufactured 

from HPDE yarn for tougher handling and a longer 

life. Our orchard nets are the ideal mesh size 

structure to repel birds with minimal shading and 

excellent air circulation.

Home Orchard and Garden Netting is simple to 

install and can be supported by a basic post, cable 

and wire structure. Our netting is UV-stabilised to 

ensure durability and has a 10-season, pro rata 

manufacturer’s UV warranty. Guide tags are also 

provided at 10 metre intervals on the edge of the net, 

along the full length of the net.

Product 
Code Description Width 

(M)
Length 
(M)

WeGram/
M2

Hole 
Size Colour

7120024 Orchard Net 5m 5m 45gsm 15mm White

7120021 Orchard Net 5m 10m 45gsm 15mm White

7120018 Orchard Net 10m 10m 45gsm 15mm White

7120022 Orchard Net 5m 100m 45gsm 15mm White

7120023 Orchard Net 5m 100m 45gsm 15mm Black

7120019 Orchard Net 10m 100m 45gsm 15mm White

7120020 Orchard Net 10m 100m 45gsm 15mm Black

Landscaping
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CocoMax™ Grow Bags are backed by Polygro’s years of 

experience and expertise in the horticultural market, 

along with continuous research and analysis of root 

growth and plant performance in each of the different 

bag grades. CocoMax™ Grow Bags improve drainage and 

aeration by adding combinations of unique blends that 

enhance vigorous root growth and penetration. They 

also act as a multi-purpose soil conditioner.

Using Polygro’s specially blended mixes, growers have 

seen excellent results when compared with plants and 

crops grown in other substrates. CocoMax™ Grow Bags 

are available in a variety of mixes, each suitable for 

different crop requirements. CocoMaxTM Grow Bags are 

easy to handle, easy to rehydrate and Polygro provides 

full technical support and advice to growers.  

CocoMax™ is a washed and buffered quality coir. An 

extensive range of grow bags, open top planter bags and 

coir chip mixes are available. Polygro also assists in 

product development for various plant applications.

CocoMax™ Coco Peat has highly experienced research 

and development staff, and its manufacturing 

strength is matched by a stringent Total Quality 

Management (TQM) system. Our coco peat is washed, 

dried, sieved, screened and graded before being 

processed into various coco peat products for 

horticultural and agricultural applications. 

From the procurement of raw coco peat to the 

finished product, strict quality inspections and lean 

manufacturing processes ensure that our customers 

receive nothing but the best quality coco peat.

Types of Coco Peat available:

· 100% Coco Peat

· 90% Coco Peat and 10% Fibre Underlay

· 50/50, 60/40, 70/30 (Peat and Husk Mixtures)

· Dual layer (Peat and Husk Chips)

· Triple layer (Peat + Husk Chips + Underlay)
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